
KUNG FU
One of the famous Chinese culture.



WHAT IS KUNG FU?

Kung Fu is a type of 
Chinese martial arts, 
it teaches you how to 
fight with people 
without any weapons. 
Now, there are more 
than thirty thousands 
of students learning 
Kung Fu in China.



HISTORY OF KUNG FU
The origin of Kung Fu started about 4,000 years ago in the Xia 
dynasty, it is the most ancient Chinese martial arts. At the 
beginning, it was used to train the soldiers to fight better, but 
now, lots of people learn it to defense themselves. In the past, 
some emperors even choose the officers based on their Kung Fu 
skills. In Shaolin Temple, learning Kung Fu is a must to all of 
the students. There is one  interesting true story about Kung Fu 
- it all happened on a snowy winter day, an Indian monk called 
Bauto came to Shaolin Temple to teach Kung Fu and one of the 
students who called Huike wanted to be his apprentice but 
Bauto told him that he has to let the snow become red then he 
will teach him Kung Fu. So the next day, Huike cut off one of his 
arms to make the color of the snow red to show Bauto how 
much he wanted to become his apprentice. Huike



FAMOUS KUNG FU 
PEOPLE

 1) Bruce Lee 
2) Donnie Yeh 
3) Jackie Chen 

4) Jet Li 
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THIS IS MY OPINION!

At first, I only knew that "Kung fu" is just a 
kind of Chinese martial arts, but through 
reading lots of materials on "Kong Fu", I now 
know the interesting history of it as well as  
the martial morality behind it. Among all of 
the Chinese martial arts, I like Kung fu the 
most because it looks so cool yet gentle 
when practicing it, also it is used to protect 
ourselves , not hurting others. However, I 
don't think I'll learn Kung Fu because 
learning Kung Fu seems so hard as when you 
learn Kung Fu, you have to try to use your 
head to stand on the ground, so I think 
learning Kung Fu is too difficult for me. 

However, I feel that we should respect 
the culture and tradition of "KUNG FU"! 



Hope you learned a lot!!

Thank YOU 
FOR 
WATCHING!


